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DON’T MISS: Disney Animated
Developer: Disney/Touch Press

Price: $10

Age: 9+, younger with an excited adult!

This huge (1.7 GB!) treasure trove of classic & modern Disney magic has clips, activities and sketches.

This month is all about STORIES! Remember, kids’ favorite stories will be about them: use your phone or
tablet to show them family pictures, and to visit with traveling or distant relatives. Old favorites include:

Face Time, Skype, Big Little Brother, Bizzy Bear, Cinderella, Imag-N-O-Tron, The Monster at the End of This Book & The Sandman.

Alizay, Pirate Girl
Developer: SlimCricket
Price: $4
Age: 4-10
Alizay and her father, Captain Rubberfoot, share adventures on a treasure island. Ahoy!
The Artist Mortimer
Developer: OCG Studios
Price: Free Age: 4-9+
As Mortimer paints, bits of the world disappear. Must he be stopped?
The Boynton Collection: The Going to Bed Book; Moo, Baa, La La La; Red Hat, Green Hat &
Barnyard Dance
Developer: Loud Crow
Price: $10
Age: 1+
An app bargain: 4 baby classics in one package! And then there’s But Not the Hippopotamus!
Charlie Brown’s All–Stars
Developer: Loud Crow
Price: $4
Age: 3-6
Can Charlie Brown lead his team to victory? Join the team for some summertime fun!
Dino-Store
Developer: Bluemarker
Price: $2
Age: 3-8
Leo and his dad buy eggs that hatch into dinosaurs! Adorable and clever.
Legend of Momotaro
Developer: GhostHand Games LLC Price: $3
Age: 7-10
A boy born from a peach? Explore Japanese culture, words and characters.
Learn Japanese words and characters as you explore this beautiful, classic folktale.
Lil’ Red
Little Red Riding Hood
Dev: Brian Main
Dev: Nosy Crow
Price: $4
Age: 1-5
Price: $6
Age: 3-8
A modern, wordless version of this
The newest standout from Nosy Crow,
perennial favorite. No reading
with lots of fun options for Red’s
necessary.
journey.
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These apps will sneak some fun learning into that summer down time. For our favorite math apps, see
the April list. For other subject winners, see our earlier cumulative lists. Have fun (and learn)!

Alphatots
Dev: Spinlight Studio
Price $3
Age: 3+
26 letters, 26 activities. Lots of early language discoveries.
BallFallDown
Dev: FlatPack Interactive
Price: $1-7
Age: All ages
Create your own marble runs—explore physics along the way. Open ended brain teaser. For
more learning, add all the extras.
Clue Tracker
Dev: Pearl Crescent
Price: $5
Age: 10+
Play this global game: solve clues, follow maps, get hiking and learn history!
Dinorama
Dev: the sixtyone
Price: $2
Age: 6+
Can you run a dinosaur park?! Watch your $$: if you can’t feed your dinos, they run away!
Junior Astronaut
Dev: Crank Publishing Ltd.
Price: $3
Age: 6-8
Explore the real science behind a trip into space!
Stack the States
Dev: Dan Russell-Pinson
Price: $1
Age: 5+
Learn as you play—shapes, capitals, location. There’s also Stack the Countries!
Strip Designer
Dev: Vivid Apps
Price: $3
Age: 8+
Add speech balloons to your photos & drawings… share! Easy to use, but powerful potential!
Toca Builders
Dev: Toca Boca
Price: $2
Age: 5+
Imagine it, and then build it out of blocks with the 6 builders. Minecraft for the youngest.
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This month is all about MATH! In addition to some of our earlier favorites like:

Motion Math, Motion Math Zoom, Hungry Fish, Park Math, Fish School & Toca Band, here are some more standouts:

Bugs and Numbers
Developer: Little Bit Studio
Price: $3
Age: 3+
All the bug apps by this developer are beautiful and clever; this one features 18 games in a bug
city, tracked for multiple users. Try Bugs and Buttons and Bugs and Bubbles, too.
DragonBox+
Developer: WeWantToKnow AS
Price: $6
Age: 8+
Sly, brilliant exploration of algebra and equations. Highest recommendation!
Happi 123
Developer: Serendipity Computing AB
Price: $2
Age: 4-8
Uses fingers and dominoes to teach counting, numbers and patterns. Multilingual.
Math Doodles
Developer: Carstens Studios
Price: $3
Age: 4-10
Challenging, hand-drawn math puzzles in different languages and counting systems.
Mathtopia
Developer: Omega Labs, Inc.
Price: $4
Age: 5-99
Tetris meets math drills—this addicting game rewards fast thinking. Hints; 6 users.
Montessori Numbers
Developer: L’Escapadou
Price $3
Age: 3-7
Explore counting & number concepts freely and/or with structure. You can almost feel the
wooden beads!
My Script Calculator
Developer: Vision Objects
Price: Free
Age: 5-99
Write math with your finger. It will calculate ANYthing: fractions, decimals, %, √ …
3rd Grade Math: Splash Math Worksheets Game
Developer: StudyPad, Inc.
Price: $10
Age: 9+
Pricey but comprehensive, tweakable 16-chapter interactive workbook; 5-user tracking, email
reports and a handy scratchpad function. Other grades and free lite versions are available.
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Flow
Big Duck Games
Price: Free
Age: all
The definition of a classic game: easy to learn, hard to master. Encourage creative thinking,
persistence and problem solving. Try to stop playing!
Franklin Frog (Rounds science series)
Nosy Crow
Price: $5
Age: 3+
The young narrator and Franklin (and his descendants!) share lots of facts and fun interactions
about a frog’s life cycle. Try Parker Penguin, too. Children's Tech Review: 2012 Editor's Choice.
Lola & Lucy’s Big Adventure
Dev: Pinkerton Road LLC
Price $4 (or first 6 pages free) Age: 4-10
“What’s our job?” wonder two gutsy bulldogs, setting them waddling off on a cross-country
quest. Minigames, an interactive US map, and two reading levels enliven this Kickstarter winner
from a veteran game designer.
Mr. Sandman: Fear of the Dark
Dev: hokusbookus
Price $4
Age: 4+
Beautiful art, clever transitions and charming music make this bedtime tale shimmer. Text can be
in various languages.
Monster Physics
Dev: Dan Russell-Pinson
Price: $1
Age: 5+
Design a monster avatar, create and control vehicles, solve missions—and learn physics along
the way. Children's Technology Review: 2012 Editor's Choice.
Piccadilly’s Circus
Dev: Ink Robin
Price: $4
Age: 3+
All the circus acts change jobs when the ringmaster gets sick. Mayhem ensues!
Toca Tailor: Fairy Tales
Dev: Toca Boca
Price: Free
Age: 3+
Adorable and super-creative for budding designers: dress your character, import patterns and
colors, then place your creation in your real world, all with the iPad’s camera.

 Children’s Technology Review
Thoughtful but practical analysis of all children’s educational technology. Especially good for teachers. Some
content, including searchable database, available only to subscribers for ($24/year). Articles about trends.
Website: http://childrenstech.com/
 Common Sense Media
Designed for parents, with lots of content: film, books, and electronic media. Search engine customizable by age,
platform, rating and interest. Lots of lists.
Website: http://www.commonsensemedia.org/
 CYBILS Awards
The Cybils awards are given each year by bloggers for the year's best children's and young adult titles. The
committee has just added a category for book apps.
Website: http://www.cybils.com/
 Digital Storytime
Created by a husband (app developer) and wife (educator) team, this database offers the best in iPad picturebook
apps.
Website: http://www.digital-storytime.com/
 Kirkus Reviews
In an online world full of user-generated content, [their] opinion stands out from the noise. They review mostly
book related apps.
Website: http://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/ipad/
 School Library Journal
SLJ is an authoritative reviewer of children's and young adult content that now includes audio, video, and the
Web. Touch and Go is a selective guide to the best apps and enhanced books for children and teens.
Website: http://www.slj.com/category/books-media/reviews/apps/touch-and-go/
 You Tube
Search for video demonstrations or trailers of particular apps on You Tube.
Website: http://www.youtube.com/
 App Store reviews are sometimes helpful, especially the bad ones!!

Come use our iPad at the Chappaqua Library to explore the numerous book
and game apps we have available
Recommendations for apps are welcomed and appreciated



